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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Radiation-induced interface traps are among the primary reliability concerns for
electronics in space. Extensive research has been done to understand the mechanisms
responsible for their creation and passivation. Experiments have documented the creation
of interface traps in both MOS and bipolar technologies under many conditions,
including varying temperatures [1], [2], ambient hydrogen concentrations [3]-[5],
processing conditions [6], and dose rates [7]. Identifying and understanding the effects of
the various conditions are critical for predicting how electronics will behave. Many
examples of this can be seen in the current literature. One of the primary examples is
Enhanced Low Dose Rate Sensitivity (ELDRS). ELDRS is a phenomenon where certain
parts, typically bipolar junction transistors, experience higher degradation at low dose
rates than at high dose rates [7]. This discovery prompted concerns about the radiation
testing done on Earth, which generally uses very high dose rates compared to what
electronics are exposed to in space. Understanding and predicting this enhanced
degradation are still ongoing topics of research [8]-[10]. Hydrogen plays a key role in
interface-trap formation and annealing and learning how it behaves is central to
understanding radiation response. The incorporation [11], introduction [4], transport [12],
and reactions [11], [13] of hydrogenous species in the oxide have been modeled to
provide insight into the mechanisms that lead to the buildup and annealing of radiationinduced interface traps. These range from the two-stage model [14], [15] to explain basic
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interface-trap formation, to more complex models involving competition between
electron-hole recombination and hydrogen release [16], [17] to explain dose rate effects.
Previous experiments investigating elevated temperature irradiation (ETI) have
shown both enhanced degradation and annealing effects, depending on the irradiation
temperature, dose rate, and total dose [1]. Recent first principles physics calculations
have provided significant insight into the reactions that can occur at some common
defects in oxides [11]. Proton release mechanisms and defect interactions under a variety
of conditions are identified that provide insight into enhanced degradation in the presence
of molecular hydrogen, irradiation at elevated temperatures, and dose rate effects. The
results demonstrate how proton loss reactions can limit the supply of protons at the
interface and suppress interface-trap buildup at elevated temperature [18].

Overview
Hydrogen produces variability in the radiation response of integrated circuits,
whether incorporated in the oxide or present in the surrounding environment as a gas.
The presence of molecular hydrogen can increase interface-trap buildup [4] and alter dose
rate response [19]. Defects with hydrogen incorporated in the oxide during processing
can suppress interface-trap buildup at elevated temperatures [18]. This thesis explores the
reactions of hydrogenous species at common oxide defects and the mechanisms that
explain radiation-induced interface-trap formation and annealing, focusing on the effects
of temperature, molecular hydrogen concentration, and dose rate. Density functional
theory (DFT) calculations [11] that identify defects likely to be present in common
thermal oxides and provide energy barriers for reactions at those defects are presented
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and important mechanisms for interface-trap buildup and annealing are extracted and
discussed. These mechanisms are implemented in a numerical model that simulates
interface-trap buildup in a 1-D slice of oxide and silicon using the estimates for defect
concentrations and energy barriers from the DFT calculations. The results provide insight
into which reactions have a significant impact on interface-trap density under a variety of
conditions; the predictions are compared to experimental data.

Organization
This rest of the thesis investigates the physical processes responsible for interfacetrap buildup and annealing and how they are affected by various environmental
conditions.
Chapter II provides background on interface-trap creation. The defects and
reactions involved are presented, along with experimental observations on how dose rate,
temperature, and H2 affect interface-trap buildup and annealing. Previous modeling
efforts and mechanisms are discussed. Chapter III goes into greater detail about the
nature of the defects present in the oxide and the energetics of the reactions that occur
there. Mechanisms for interface-trap creation are presented based on first principles
physics calculations. Chapter IV takes the energy barriers provided by these calculations
and provides an analytical comparison of reactions at elevated temperatures that
demonstrates how reactions that remove protons from the oxide can become favorable,
limiting interface-trap buildup. Chapter V presents numerical simulations that implement
a detailed set of reactions at every defect considered in the physics calculations presented
in Chapter III. The results produce data similar to experimental observations and provide
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a more physical understanding of how interface-trap buildup is affected by temperature,
dose rate, and molecular hydrogen concentration. Chapter VI concludes the thesis,
summarizing the key results and highlighting the advances in understanding. The
implications of these results are discussed.
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CHAPTER II

INTERFACE TRAP FORMATION

Holes created by ionizing radiation may release hydrogen in the form of protons
that can transport to the interface and depassivate Si-H bonds, creating interface traps
[15]. This process depends on various defects in the oxide that facilitate hole transport
and act as reaction sites, as well as the various mobile species that are the reactants. Other
factors like dose rate, temperature, and molecular hydrogen concentration affect the
buildup and annealing of interface traps as well. Numerous experiments have been
performed and models created to investigate the defects and mobile species involved in
these processes. This chapter discusses how interface traps are formed, their effects, and
how their formation can be affected by other factors. The basic reactions and reactants
responsible for interface-trap formation are identified. Experimental observations of the
effects of dose rate, temperature, and H2 concentration are discussed, as well as some
approaches used to simulate interface-trap formation.

Interface Trap Creation
The mechanisms responsible for interface-trap creation have been extensively
studied. The consensus is that the dominant process is the depassivation of Si-H bonds at
the interface by protons released by holes generated by ionizing radiation [15]. Radiation
generates electron-hole pairs in the oxide. Fig. 2.1 depicts the transport and trapping
reactions for electrons and holes in a MOS structure under positive bias. Electrons are
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transported toward the gate while holes are transported toward the interface. For bipolar
devices, the overall picture is similar, but without a gate providing positive bias, the
electric field is largely determined by work function differences and is much lower. This
results in lower charge yields since the electric field helps to separate holes and electrons
created by ionizing radiation before they recombine [15]. The low electric field also
means that the primary charge transport mechanism is diffusion instead of drift and that
there is increased chance that electrons can neutralize trapped holes before they can
release protons [17]. Additionally, space charge has a larger effect on the local fields and
can affect charge transport [20], [21]. Note that interface-trap buildup also occurs with
negative electric fields present and is likely due to hydrogen sources in the bulk silicon
[22]. This thesis primarily focuses on the low electric field case and considers how
hydrogen interactions in the oxide can affect radiation-induced interface-trap buildup.
The radiation-induced degradation depends on the hole yield, the number of holes that
escape recombination with electrons, which is determined primarily by the energy of the
radiation, the strength of the electric field in the oxide, and the initial concentration of
electron hole pairs [15]. Once holes are generated, they rapidly become trapped in
shallow traps and migrate via polaron hopping, moving from one trap to the next [15].
While holes are migrating through the oxide, they can interact with defect sites
containing hydrogen, releasing the hydrogen as protons H+ [15], [17]. Protons then are
transported to the interface where they can depassivate Si-H bonds, creating interface
traps via the following reaction:
H+ + Si-H → Si-+ + H2 .

(2.1)

Si-+ is a dangling bond that can act as a recombination center, an interface trap.
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Fig. 2.1. Schematic diagram of charge carrier generation, transport and interactions
within SiO2. After [15].

ELDRS
The irradiation dose rate can have a significant effect on the radiation response of
some parts, causing increased degradation at a low dose rate compared to a higher dose
rate at the same total dose. Parts that show this increased degradation at low dose rates
are considered to exhibit Enhanced Low Dose Rate Sensitivity (ELDRS). ELDRS is a
major issue for linear bipolar transistors [23]-[25], especially since dose rates in space are
generally much lower than the dose rates used for testing parts on Earth; the search for a
general method to screen ELDRS-sensitive parts at higher dose rates is still ongoing.
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Note that parts are only considered to exhibit ELDRS if they exhibit a true dose rate
effect, such that even if the high dose rate device is annealed at room temperature for the
same length of time as the irradiation at low dose rate, the degradation at low dose rate is
still greater. The relative increase in degradation from high dose rate plus anneal to low
dose rate is called the true dose rate enhancement factor [26]. Fig. 2.2 shows an example
of enhancement factors versus dose rate for several types of bipolar ICs.

Fig. 2.2. Relative damage (enhancement factor) versus dose rate for several different
bipolar ICs [7].
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There are many theories to explain why ELDRS occurs. Some of the prominent
ones are briefly described here. It has been proposed that the space charge created in the
bulk of the oxide affects the transport of other charged species, reducing the number of
protons that arrive at the interface [27], [28]. It has also been suggested that the density of
defects that act as Shockley-Read-Hall recombination centers compared to the density of
defects that act as shallow hole traps is important since an increased availability of
recombination centers reduces the holes available to release protons [29]. The presence of
hydrogen, which can be released from the packaging [3] or be present in some part of the
device like the passivation layers [6], has also been shown to be an important factor in the
ELDRS response of bipolar devices [4], [19]. When ionizing radiation creates electronhole pairs, under positive bias, electrons are transported to the gate and holes are
transported to the interface. While migrating toward the interface, holes have a chance to
either recombine with electrons or release hydrogen from defects in the form of protons
that can migrate to the interface and create interface traps. Once a hole has transferred its
charge to a proton, it is unlikely to be neutralized by an electron, making this competition
between recombination and proton release key to the amount of degradation [17]. At high
dose rates when large concentrations of electrons and holes are present simultaneously,
more holes recombine with electrons, limiting the interface traps created by protons [17].
Introducing additional hydrogen increases the number of holes that release protons
instead of recombining with electrons, suppressing high dose rate effects and resulting in
higher degradation for a given dose rate [17]. Fig. 2.3 plots results from [19] that plot
interface-trap density versus dose rate for lateral pnp transistors soaked in varying
concentrations of hydrogen, showing how the presence of molecular hydrogen during
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irradiation not only increases interface-trap buildup, but also causes the dose rate at
which the transition between high and low dose rate degradation occurs to shift to higher
dose rates. ELDRS effects also depend on a number of other factors such as processing
steps, pre-irradiation testing procedures, aging, temperature, and bias [6], [20], [26], [30].

Fig. 2.3. Interface-trap concentration versus dose rate for lateral pnp bipolar transistors
irradiated to 30 krad(Si) in three different concentrations of molecular hydrogen [19].

Excess Base Current in Bipolar Transistors
It is useful to briefly discuss the effects of radiation-induced interface traps on
lateral pnp bipolar transistors because of the direct effect they have on excess base
current, making lateral pnp transistors common devices to provide a measure of interfacetrap buildup. The primary effect of total ionizing dose (TID) on lateral PNP bipolar
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transistors is gain degradation caused by interface traps [23]. When traps are created at
the Si/SiO2 interface during irradiation, they introduce additional recombination centers
in the silicon band gap, resulting in an increase in the surface recombination velocity. The
area of concern for a lateral pnp transistor is the region over the active base, since the
current flow between the emitter and the collector is at the surface of the transistor and is
strongly affected by the increased recombination centers, as seen in Fig. 2.4 [23]. The
increase in surface recombination causes an increase in the base current. The increase in
base current compared to the pre-irradiation value is called the excess base current, which
degrades the current gain of the transistor, defined as the ratio of the collector current to
the base current. This is a critical parameter since bipolar devices are often used as
current amplifiers.

Fig. 2.4. Cross section of a lateral pnp bipolar transistor showing the radiation-induced
interface traps acting as recombination centers at the surface of the transistor where the
current is flowing when biased in forward active mode. After [23].
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E’ Centers
When holes are created in the oxide, they can be trapped at defects and then either
react with another species in the oxide, or detrap from the defect and move to another
defect [15]. Numerous studies show that the defects with which holes primarily interact
are E’ defects [31]-[33], which are most likely oxygen vacancies (Vo) [34]. Experiments
[35] and theory [36] indicate that when a vacancy has trapped a hole it assumes either a
dimer or puckered configuration. Neutral oxygen vacancies are either dimer precursors
(Voδ) or puckered precursors (Voγ). Due to differences in the defect energy levels, holes
remain trapped at defects in the puckered configuration much longer than at defects in the
dimer configuration [11], [35]. Dimer precursors are more likely to mediate hole
transport, while puckered precursors tend to serve as reaction centers or fixed charge.

Hydrogen Enhanced Degradation
The presence of molecular hydrogen affects interface-trap density. If present near
the interface, molecular hydrogen can passivate interface traps, annealing the damage
[37]. However, ambient hydrogen enhances the degradation of several types of linear
bipolar devices when they are exposed to ionizing radiation [3], [4], [38] indicating that
hydrogen is involved with both interface-trap buildup and annealing. In [3] the radiation
response of the AD590 temperature transducer varies based on the packaging of the
devices. Parts packaged in flat-packs show higher changes in output current, a sign of
increased degradation, than parts packaged in TO-52 cans [3], as shown in Fig. 2.5.
Residual gas analysis revealed that there was a small concentration of hydrogen present
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in the flat-packs, but no detectable hydrogen concentration in the TO-52 cans, suggesting
that hydrogen was responsible for the enhanced degradation [3]. In order to understand
the relationship between the presence of hydrogen and degraded radiation response of
bipolar devices, experiments were performed that soaked bipolar transistors prior to
irradiation in either varying concentrations of hydrogen [4] or 100% hydrogen
concentration for varying amounts of time [38]. Their radiation responses were then
compared at a given total dose. The results showed that, in both cases, the concentration
of radiation-induced interface traps and oxide trapped charge increased with the amount
of hydrogen present, as seen in Fig. 2.6. One of the mechanisms proposed for hydrogen
enhanced degradation is the cracking of H2 molecules at a charged defect, an E’ center
[39], [40]. Reactions between H2 molecules and oxide defects have been explored using
first principles physics calculations [38], [41]; however, there was no research on the
likelihood of the chosen defects being present in significant quantities in the oxides of the
real world devices.
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Fig. 2.5. Plot of output current versus dose for AD590 transducers in packages containing
small concentrations of hydrogen and packages with no detectable level of hydrogen [3].
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Fig. 2.6. Radiation-induced interface traps and oxide trapped charge versus molecular
hydrogen concentration in the field oxide for GLPNP transistors irradiated to 30
krad(SiO2) [4].

Modeling H2 Interactions
A variety of reactions involving molecular hydrogen have been modeled to
account for effects on interface-trap formation. Most recently, the focus has been on
explaining enhanced degradation in the presence of H2 [4] and dose rate effects [16],
[42]. These models generally consist of a set of continuity equations for the species
involved that describe generation and recombination and transport via drift and diffusion
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and the effect of electric field. There have been a variety of approaches. In [4], Chen et
al. use an analytical model to relate hydrogen exposure to enhanced interface-trap
formation by suggesting H2 cracks at a defect in the oxide, creating more potential
reaction sites for holes to release protons. This matched the data shown in Fig. 2.6. This
model assumes the presence of a processing defect that reacts with H2 to form defects
that release protons in the presence of holes created during irradiation. Batyrev et al. [38]
also attempt to explain hydrogen-enhanced degradation, this time numerically simulating
a set of reactions that incorporate first principles physics calculations into some of the
reaction rate calculations. This model also assumes that H2 molecules react at neutral
defects, presumed to be oxygen vacancies in this paper, and that holes then release
protons from the resulting hydrogenated defect. Electrons are assumed to exit the oxide
quickly and the effects of recombination are ignored except for the calculation of the
initial hole yield during irradiation. Chen et al. [42] simulate the dose rate response by
modifying the electron-hole recombination rate directly since it changes as increasing
hydrogen concentration creates a competition between recombination and proton release.
While including the effects of recombination, no specific reactions are implemented,
simply a recombination term representing the effective electron-hole recombination.
Again, proton release is considered to be due to a hole reacting at a hydrogenated defect,
the concentration of which is adjusted to account for changes in concentration of
molecular hydrogen. All of the models presented thus far did not include terms to account
for reverse reactions. Hjalmarson et al. [16] simulated dose rate variations differently,
describing a set of bimolecular reactions between a number of potential defects and
mobile species. Transport parameters are specific to each mobile species. This model
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considers both proton release from hydrogenated defects and the dissociation of
molecular hydrogen at positively charge defects and accounts for reverse reactions.
Reaction rate coefficients are not unique; one value was used for reactions involving
uncharged species and a second was used for reactions involving charged species.
Rowsey et al. [43] implement reactions based on first principles physics calculations that
calculate forward and reverse reaction rates for each reaction. Some reactions are
simplified, describing the capture and subsequent release of a mobile species at a defect
in one reaction using a single forward and reverse energy barrier. In this thesis a model is
presented that calculates forward and reverse reaction rates based on DFT calculations
that take intermediate steps in each reaction into account. This allows multiple reaction
pathways that can have different energy barriers. Transport parameters and reaction rates
are affected by temperature in this model, providing insight into which mechanisms are
important at different temperatures.

Density Functional Theory Calculations
The mechanisms of interface-trap buildup and annealing depend on reactions
involving hydrogen at various point defects. In order to develop more accurate models,
first principles physics calculations are used that describe these reactions at an atomic
level. Previously, reactions involving hydrogen have been studied with a variety of
theoretical calculations. Estimates of reaction energies were calculated using semiempirical molecular orbital theory [44]. Next, cluster models of the oxide were used,
involving a cluster of atoms to describe a defect based on α-quartz structure. Results for
point defects are applied to amorphous silicon dioxide because the local structure does
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not depend significantly on long-range order [45]. Later calculations used periodic
supercells with α-quartz and amorphous configurations [46]. However, these studies
explored a limited number of defects and did not address a comprehensive set of defects
that are actually found in device quality oxides.

Elevated Temperature Irradiation (ETI)
Experiments in which bipolar transistors are irradiated at elevated temperatures at
moderate to high dose rates show that the gain degradation attributed to interface-trap
buildup is enhanced compared to irradiations at room temperature [27], [47], [48]. This is
of interest because these bipolar transistors also exhibit ELDRS, showing more interfacetrap buildup at a given total dose when the devices are irradiated at low dose rates than at
high dose rates [27], [49]. Elevated temperature irradiation was evaluated as a possible
test to predict low dose rate degradation at higher dose rates [1], [2], [27], [47], [48]-[50].
The reason that ELDRS testing is of so much concern is because space is a low-dose-rate
environment and dose rates commonly used on Earth to test parts are significantly higher.
In response to this, parts that may exhibit ELDRS must be tested at a low dose rate or
undergo a test designed to accelerate radiation-induced degradation and simulate lowdose-rate effects. Testing at a low dose rate is usually undesirable because such testing
may take many months. However, while ELDRS has been documented for more than
twenty years, no completely satisfactory accelerated hardness assurance test has been
identified.
It is hypothesized that ETI accelerates the movement of charge and mitigates
space charge effects that are often observed in linear bipolar devices and integrated
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circuits irradiated at high dose rates at room temperature [20], [27]. Experiments show
that, while ETI can enhance degradation for ELDRS sensitive parts as compared with
room temperature irradiation at a moderate to high dose rate, the lower rate degradation is
often significantly greater [2], [48], [51]. Additionally, ETI only enhances degradation up
to certain temperatures, above which degradation is reduced instead of enhanced [1],
[50]. This reduction is attributed to enhanced annealing at high temperatures [1], [50], but
the physical mechanisms of these processes are not well understood. Additionally, it is
found that high temperature annealing after irradiation can cause significant recovery,
reinforcing that high temperatures can improve the radiation response of devices and
involve different mechanisms than ELDRS [52]. These results demonstrated that while
ETI irradiation may correctly produce low-dose-rate degradation in some cases, there is
significant variability in the radiation response among parts. Thus, understanding the
physical mechanisms at work during low dose irradiation and elevated temperature
irradiation is important for evaluating the radiation hardness of parts and assessing the
effectiveness of accelerated test methods.
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CHAPTER III

HYDROGEN INTERACTIONS WITH COMMON OXIDE DEFECTS

In order to determine potential interface-trap formation and annealing
mechanisms applicable to real world oxides, first principles physics calculations were
performed to determine the most likely defects to be present in device-quality oxides and
explore the reactions that occur at those sites [11]. The energetics of hydrogen
interactions at a variety of defects are considered. Based on these energies, mechanisms
for proton generation from the direct release of a proton at a defect via a hole and the
dissociation of molecular hydrogen at positively charged defects are formulated.

Oxygen Vacancy Formation
Oxygen vacancies in silicon dioxide facilitate hydrogen and hole transport and act
as reaction sites [34]. Defect interactions are modeled in a cube of silicon dioxide with an
edge length of 1.2 nm, a large enough volume to model hydrogen interactions with
defects in a bulk oxide [11]. In this model, the oxygen vacancy defects are created by
removing an oxygen atom and letting the structure relax, resulting in a stretched Si-Si
bond [11]. The formation energy is calculated by comparing the energy of the fully
relaxed structure to the normal bulk model with no defects [11]. The formation energies
of over one hundred oxygen vacancies have been computed and are found to be
correlated with the length of the stretched Si-Si bond [53], [54], as seen in Fig. 3.1.
Vacancies with lower formation energy are much more likely to form and are present in
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significantly larger quantities than vacancies with higher formation energies [11]. The ten
most plentiful oxygen vacancies as determined by this calculation are selected for further
study and the energetics of various reactions at these defect sites are investigated.

Fig. 3.1. Relative formation energy of oxygen vacancies versus Si-Si bond length [11].

Hydrogen Reactions at Vo Defects
Based on experimental [4], [40], [44] and theoretical [38], [45], [46] work,
molecular hydrogen can dissociate, or crack, at charged defects in SiO2; however, the
identification of which oxygen vacancies are most likely to form have not been
considered previously. Oxygen vacancies can become charged after irradiation by
trapping a hole. As noted previously, charged vacancies assume either a dimer or
puckered configuration [36], [55], [56] after trapping a hole via the following reactions:
h+ + Voδ → Voδ+ .

(3.1)
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h+ + Voγ → Voγ+ .

(3.2)

Voδ and Voγ are precursors for the dimer (Voδ+) and puckered (Voγ+) configurations. The
possible reactions of H2 at both of these defects are considered.
H2 interactions with the positively charged dimer defect have been studied
experimentally with electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) [57], [58] and theory [59],
[60]. The cracking reaction at this defect is:
H2 + Voδ+ → VH + H+ .

(3.3)

VH is a hydrogenated vacancy. The energy barrier for this reaction is calculated at each
of the ten low-energy oxygen vacancy sites and Fig. 3.2 shows the reaction energetics for
the lowest barrier. The reaction occurs in multiple steps. First, the H2 molecule
approaches the vacancy from a minimum energy point (now at point A), then forms two
Si-H bonds at the vacancy (point B), and finally one of the bonds breaks, releasing a
proton that can transport away along the network oxygen atoms (points C and D) [11].
When factoring in the energy of the neighboring oxygen atoms that the proton hops along
using the proton diffusion barrier [61], the overall barrier for proton release from this
defect is ~1.4 eV to ~1.7 eV [11]. The energy of structure with the proton diffusing away
from the defect is higher than the initial structure, making the reverse reaction favorable.
Protons are more likely to be trapped instead of generated via reaction (3.3).
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Fig. 3.2. Reaction energies for the dissociation of H2 at a positively charged oxygen
vacancy in the dimer configuration [11]. Points A, B, C, and D are referred to in the text.

The cracking of H2 at positively charged oxygen vacancies in the puckered
configuration is also considered. The concentration of these defects is believed to be
roughly an order of magnitude lower than Voδ defects [53], [54], [55] and two out of the
ten vacancies selected for these calculations form a puckered defect [11], results similar
to the literature. The cracking reaction at this defect is:
H2 + Voγ+ → VH + H+ .

(3.4)

The reaction energies for cracking of H2 at a Voγ+ defect are shown in Fig. 3.3. The
energy for the proton diffusing away is lower than the initial energy and the forward
reaction is favored, releasing protons at Voγ+ defects. Fig. 3.4 shows the initial and final
states of the reaction. In Fig. 3.4(a) an H2 molecule is shown in the vicinity of a puckered
oxygen vacancy and in Fig. 3.4(b) the H2 molecule has dissociated and one hydrogen is
bonded to the silicon atom, producing an Si-H bond and the other hydrogen atom has a
positive charge and is bonded to an oxygen atom. This is a proton, free to transport away.
23

Fig. 3.3. Reaction energies for the dissociation of H2 at a positively charged oxygen
vacancy in the puckered configuration [11].
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Fig. 3.4. (A) An H2 molecule near a Voγ+ defect. In (B) the H2 has split into a Si-H bond
and an O-H+ bond [11].
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Proton Generation at High and Low Concentrations of Molecular Hydrogen
The reaction energies calculated in [11] are implemented in a 1-D model of
silicon dioxide and silicon to study the proton generation caused by the various reactions
under investigation. These simulations are performed using a simplified version of the
model described in greater detail later. The cracking of H2 at Voγ+ defects produce a
significant concentration of protons at high concentrations of H2, helping to explain the
increase in interface-trap buildup seen in Fig. 2.6. In the absence of excess H2 in the
oxide, radiation still produces interface traps. For this case, the release of protons via
holes from hydrogenated defects is considered.
Holes can interact with hydrogenated vacancies in the oxide and release hydrogen
as protons. Initially, singly hydrogenated vacancies were considered due to the low
energy barrier for proton release, ~0.4 eV. This occurs via the following reaction:
h+ + VH → Vo + H+ .

(3.5)

However, the concentration of VH defects is roughly two orders of magnitude lower than
that of dimer oxygen vacancy precursors, and this reaction does not impact the proton
concentration significantly, even at low concentrations of H2. The simulations were then
expanded to include doubly hydrogenated vacancies. These VH2 defects have a slightly
larger barrier for proton release (~0.6 eV), but are expected to be present in
concentrations ten times larger than VH defects. When holes arrive at VH2 sites, they can
release a proton according to the following reaction:
h+ + VH2 → VH + H+ .

(3.6)

This reaction significantly increases the proton concentration when low concentrations of
H2 are present, providing a mechanism for proton production in the absence of excess
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molecular hydrogen. Note that the hydrogenated defects referred to in this section are
dimer precursors. Puckered vacancy precursors are present at one tenth of the
concentration of dimer vacancy precursors.
The formation of VH2 defects requires H2 to dissociate at neutral oxygen
vacancies and form two Si-H bonds and the reaction barrier for this reaction is between
~2.4 eV and ~4 eV [11]. Fig. 3.5 shows the reaction energy for the lowest energy barrier
case for the process. The high energy barrier makes the reaction unlikely to occur at room
temperature. This reaction is possible at high temperatures, so the initial concentration of
hydrogenated vacancies have to be formed during high temperature processing and
annealing steps [11].

Fig. 3.5. Reaction energies for the dissociation of H2 at a neutral oxygen vacancy to
create a doubly hydrogenated vacancy [11].
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In the presence of low concentrations of molecular hydrogen, proton generation is
mainly due to the release of protons from doubly hydrogenated oxygen vacancies created
during processing. When high concentrations of molecular hydrogen are present, proton
generation is enhanced by the dissociation of H2 at positively charged oxygen vacancies
in the puckered configuration. Rowsey et al. [43] implement these mechanisms along
with hole and electron capture and recombination at these defects and successfully
simulate both interface-trap buildup that matches experimental data of hydrogen
enhanced degradation and dose rate effects at varying concentrations of H2. These results
are shown in Figs. 3.6 and 3.7.
The mechanisms identified by this study explain how interface traps are formed at
high and low concentrations of molecular hydrogen. The specific defects involved in
these mechanisms are identified, providing a more physical understanding of the
processes. The simulation results presented in Figs. 3.6 and 3.7 illustrate the robustness
of these reactions in describing interface-trap formation under different conditions and
explaining experimental results showing enhanced interface-trap buildup in the presence
of hydrogen and changes in dose rate behavior.
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Fig. 3.6. Simulation results compared to experimental data from [4] showing interfacetrap buildup as a function of molecular hydrogen concentration [43].
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Fig. 3.7. Simulation results compared to experimental data from [19] showing interfacetrap buildup as a function of dose rate for three different concentrations of molecular
hydrogen concentration [43].
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CHAPTER IV

PROTON LOSS AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURES - ANALYTICAL MODEL

Insights from the DFT calculations can be applied to studies investigating
radiation response at elevated temperatures to help understand the enhanced interfacetrap buildup and annealing that can occur under those conditions. In this chapter the
effects of elevated temperature irradiation (ETI) are approached analytically. This
analysis considers one of the proton loss mechanisms and compares the reaction rate
coefficient of hydrogen dimerization at VH defects with proton release from VH2 defects.
The results indicate that reverse reactions become favorable at elevated temperatures that
remove protons from the oxide and limit interface-trap formation. This forms the
foundation for more in-depth numerical simulations of elevated temperature behavior.

Experimental Observations
ETI experiments show that the concentration of radiation-induced interface traps
at a given dose rate depend on both the irradiation temperature and total dose [1]. In
experiments by Witczak et al., shown in Fig. 4.1 [1], increasing irradiation temperature
initially increases the excess base current of lateral pnp transistors, which is directly
related to interface-trap buildup in these devices [62]. At even higher irradiation
temperatures, however, the observed degradation can saturate or even decrease. The total
dose dependence of the device response during these experiments is illustrated in Fig. 4.2
[1]. For a given total dose, the degradation increases with temperature until it reaches a
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maximum, and then decreases with further increases in temperature. The transition from
degradation to recovery occurs at lower temperatures for increasing total dose.

Fig. 4.1. Excess base current for a lateral PNP transistor as a function of total dose for
seven different irradiation temperatures [1].
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Fig. 4.2. Excess base current for a lateral PNP transistor as a function of irradiation
temperature for six different total doses [1].

Proton Generation and Trapping
As irradiation temperature and total dose increase, Figs. 4.1 and 4.2 [1] show that
the amount of degradation due to interface traps first increases, and then decreases. This
is due to a competition between passivation and depassivation reactions at the interface.
These reactions are limited by the relative supply of protons and molecular hydrogen,
which can create and anneal interface traps, respectively. Protons can be generated from
H2 cracking at Voγ+ defects according to reaction (3.4) and from direct proton release via
holes from VH2 defects according to reaction (3.6). Protons can also be trapped at
defects, as mentioned when discussing the possibility of H2 cracking at Voδ+ defects,
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reaction (3.3). These results indicate that it is energetically favorable for a proton to
arrive at a hydrogenated vacancy, bond with the other hydrogen atom, and diffuse away
as molecular hydrogen, leaving behind a positively charged oxygen vacancy [11]. This
analysis considers the capture of protons at VH defects:
H+ + VH → Voδ+ + H2 .

(4.1)

This process is referred to as hydrogen dimerization, i.e., when two atomic hydrogens
combine to form molecular hydrogen. In this case one atom is the free moving proton and
the other atom is part of a Si-H bond. If this reaction works efficiently, it has a large
effect on the interface-trap density. Protons are neutralized in the reaction, something that
is very unlikely to occur directly due to a small electron capture cross section [17], and
the remaining positive charge is at a shallow trap, which has a much larger cross section
for electron capture [17].

Reaction Rates
The competition between proton generation and recombination determines how
many protons can reach the interface and create interface traps. The effects of proton
release at VH2 defects (3.6) and hydrogen dimerization at VH defects (4.1) on the proton
concentration can be compared by examining the proton continuity equation:
![H ! ]
!"

= !! h! VH2 − !! H ! VH − ∇ ∙ !! ! .(4.2)

Here k1 and k2 are reaction rate coefficients and fH+ is the proton flux (number per unit
area per unit time). The first term is the reaction rate for proton release, which depends on
k1, the concentration of holes, and the concentration of VH2 defects. The second term is
the reaction rate for dimerization, which depends on k2 and the concentrations of protons
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and VH defects. Increases in the reaction rate for proton release increase the proton
concentration in the oxide. Increases in the reaction rate for dimerization decrease the
proton concentration and increase the H2 concentration. Both the reaction rate
coefficients and the reactant concentrations change with temperature.
The initial increase in interface-trap density with temperature in the bipolar base
oxides reported in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2 occurs primarily because of the increase in proton
concentration as the reaction rate for proton release at VH2 defects via holes (3.6)
increases. As the temperature increases, the reaction rate coefficient for proton release, k1,
increases, generating protons more rapidly. The equation for an arbitrary reaction rate
coefficient of this type is given by:
kn = Lc× D × exp(−Eb/kBT).

(4.3)

where Lc is the capture length of the defect, D is the diffusivity of the diffusing species,
Eb is the reaction barrier, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature. For
proton release, the holes are the diffusing species, and for dimerization protons are the
diffusing species. The DFT calculations already account for the diffusion barrier, so that
must be subtracted in order to obtain the energy barrier. In addition to the temperature
dependence of the energy barrier term, the diffusivity also depends exponentially on
temperature:
D = D0 × exp(−Ed/kBT).

(4.4)

Here D0 is a constant and Ed is the diffusion energy. As temperature increases, the values
of the energy barrier exponential and the diffusivity increase, accelerating the reaction.
Increases in temperature increase the effective charge yield by reducing space charge
effects, which cause enhanced electron-hole recombination in SiO2 [27], increasing the
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reaction rate as well. Proton diffusivity also increases with temperature, hastening
transport to the interface. The combination of a higher rate of proton release and higher
mobility for protons results in increased interface-trap creation with increasing
temperature.
As temperature increases further, interface-trap buildup slows and even decreases
as the total dose (and thus the irradiation time) increases. As stated before, interface-trap
density is affected by the relative supply of protons and molecular hydrogen near the
interface, so the first notable observation is that the maximum reaction rate for proton
dimerization is near the interface. This is because the reaction rate in (4.3) depends on the
concentration of protons and VH defects, both of which are greatest near the interface.
Protons build up there as they are released in the bulk oxide, and VH defects increase
there as well. This is because VH defects naturally comprise a percentage of the oxygen
vacancy defects after typical device processing [11], and the concentration increases near
the interface along with the concentration of oxygen vacancies [63]. This is illustrated in
Fig. 4.3.
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Fig. 4.3. View of the oxide showing the relative concentrations of protons and VH
defects in the oxide.
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Note that Voδ defects are also potential trapping sites for protons and the same logic about
near interfacial concentration increase applies to those defects as well.

Competing Reactions at Elevated Temperatures
Increases in the rate of dimerization favor annealing reactions by decreasing the
proton concentration and increasing the H2 concentration. According to (4.3), the reaction
rate coefficient increases with temperature because of the energy barrier exponential and
the diffusivity. The energy barrier provided by the DFT calculations includes the
diffusion barrier for the diffusing species, which must be subtracted because the diffusion
energy is already accounted for in the diffusivity term, as seen in (4.4). The calculated
barrier for dimerization is ~0.8 eV [11], and the diffusion energy of protons is also 0.8 eV
[64]-[66], so hydrogen dimerization occurs at VH defects without a barrier. This means
that the temperature dependence of the reaction rate coefficient is completely due to
changes in the diffusivity of protons. The barrier for proton release is ~0.5 eV [43],
however, there have been many numbers reported for the activation energy for hole
transport and the actual value varies based on factors like the electric field and oxide
quality [67]. For the purposes of this analysis, a value of 0.4 eV is used, taken from [68].
The difference is only 0.1 eV, so the majority of the temperature dependence on the
reaction rate coefficient for proton release is due to changes in the diffusivity of holes.
Direct dimerization of two neutral atomic hydrogen atoms (forming H2) has been
proposed as a mechanism to limit interface-trap buildup at high dose rates [13]. However,
there is little evidence that neutral atomic hydrogen exists in significant quantities in the
oxide at or above room temperature, and other mechanisms involving competition
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between proton release and electron–hole recombination have also been invoked to
explain ELDRS [16], [17]. The calculations of [11] show that a dimerization reaction
involving protons can occur at a VH defect. However, at room temperature this reaction
is not very efficient and few protons react at VH defects. The efficiency of hydrogen
dimerization is determined by the second term in (4.2), the reaction rate. The reaction rate
increases with temperature as both the reaction rate coefficient and the proton
concentration increase. The temperature dependent terms of the reaction rate coefficient
are the energy barrier exponential and the diffusivity, which can be seen in (4.3) and
(4.4). The changes in these terms with temperature are different for proton release and
hydrogen dimerization and contribute to the change from enhanced degradation to
enhanced annealing seen in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2.
As noted previously, the diffusivity of protons and holes show the most variability
with temperature. For proton release, the diffusing species are holes, and for hydrogen
dimerization the diffusing species are protons. The diffusivity has an exponential
dependence on temperature, as seen in (4.4). The activation energy for proton transport is
~0.8 eV [62], [64], [66], [68]. For holes, there have been many numbers reported and the
actual value varies based on factors like electric field and oxide quality [67]. We use a
value of 0.4 eV for this analysis, taken from [69]. Rashkeev et al. [12] use drift-diffusion
modeling for hole transport and a range of effective mobility values, the average value
being 10-7 cm2/Vs. Applying the Einstein relation, D = µkBT , the room temperature
diffusivity of holes is ~2.5 × 10-9 cm2/s. Holes transport much faster than protons [37], so
in this thesis a representative value for room temperature proton diffusivity of

~2.5 ×

10-12 cm2/s is used, three orders of magnitude lower than that of the holes. Similar values
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have been used previously in simulations of the oxides overlying the base region of
bipolar transistors [42]. The trends in the temperature response are not affected strongly
by the particular choices of the diffusivities. From these values and the activation
energies reported in the literature, a diffusivity equation in the form of (4.4) is written for
each species and the results are plotted in Fig. 4.4. The diffusivity of protons, which
affects the reaction rate coefficient of hydrogen dimerization, increases faster with
increasing temperature than the diffusivity of holes, which affects the reaction rate
coefficient of proton release.
The resulting reaction rate coefficients for proton release and hydrogen
dimerization are plotted in Fig. 4.5. The value used for capture length, Lc, from (4.3), is
3 Å, the average distance between oxygen atoms. The reaction rate coefficient for
hydrogen dimerization has a stronger temperature dependence than the reaction rate
coefficient for proton release. For these values, at room temperature the reaction rate
coefficient comparison favors proton release by an order of magnitude, but at elevated
temperatures the comparison favors dimerization by an order of magnitude for a change
of about 200K.
Ultimately, the proton concentration near the interface is determined by the
reaction rates of proton release and hydrogen dimerization, the first two terms on the
right-hand side of (4.2). At elevated temperatures, the reaction rate coefficient for
dimerization is an order of magnitude higher than proton release. Other factors like
relative concentrations of molecular hydrogen versus protons and hydrogenated oxygen
vacancies versus oxygen vacancies help determine which reaction dominates. Increases
in the rate of proton release throughout the oxide results in a large buildup of protons as
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they transport to the interface. This large concentration of protons near the interface
drives the dimerization reaction rate higher as well, causing a net loss of protons near the
interface. The rate of interface-trap creation depends on the availability of protons near
the interface, and the reduction in proton concentration lowers this rate. Hence, the
buildup of interface traps begins to saturate with increasing temperature, as seen in Fig.
4.2.

Fig. 4.4. Value of the diffusivity for protons and holes as a function of temperature.
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Fig. 4.5. Value of the reaction rate coefficient for proton release and hydrogen
dimerization as a function of temperature.
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CHAPTER V

INTERFACE TRAP BUILDUP AND ANNEALING AT ELEVATED
TEMPERATURES - NUMERICAL MODEL

Interface-trap buildup and annealing as a function of temperature, dose rate, and
H2 concentration are simulated numerically using a physics-based model. The roles of a
number of common oxide defects in radiation-induced interface-trap buildup are
evaluated under various conditions. Previously, Rashkeev et al. [37] demonstrated that
interface-trap buildup is affected by proton mobility and that there is a temperaturedependent competition between interface-trap formation and annealing reactions at the
interface. Higher temperatures favor passivation reactions, contributing to the reduction
in interface-trap density seen with increasing annealing temperatures in MOSFETS. The
roles of defects other than interface traps have not been investigated in detail. References
[13] and [16] discuss how defects in the oxide affect radiation response, focusing on dose
rate sensitivity using a variety of bimolecular reactions at generic defects to fit the data.
Reference [43] reports a physics-based approach to simulate the effects of dose rate and
increased H2 concentration.
The model presented here simulates interface-trap buildup at varying temperature,
H2 concentration, and dose rate for a 1-D slice of silicon dioxide and silicon. The
simulations use defects identified by first principles calculations [11] as likely candidates
to be in typical oxides and implements reactions with calculated energy barriers to create
a model that describes interface-trap buildup under a variety of conditions. The results are
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compared to experimental data and defects that control interface-trap buildup under
different conditions are identified. The implications of different limiting mechanisms at
elevated temperatures and low dose rate for accelerated testing at elevated temperatures
are discussed.

Model Details
The buildup and annealing of interface traps is numerically simulated using the
FLorida Object Oriented Device Simulator (FLOODS) [70] over a range of temperatures
and H2 concentrations. FLOODS is a TCAD device simulator that models the transport
and reactions of species in the oxide. It solves coupled differential equations at discrete
points on a grid using the finite-element and finite volume techniques [71], [72]
describing the electric field, transport, and generation and recombination terms. Rowsey
et al. [43] use the same tool to simulate dose rate effects in bipolar oxides. The condition
under study is for low electric fields, so a value of ~10 kV/cm is used. The simulations
incorporate reactions at both dimer and puckered configurations of oxygen vacancies, Vo,
hydrogenated oxygen vacancies, VH, and doubly hydrogenated oxygen vacancies, VH2.
The energy barriers for these reactions are calculated using density functional theory and
implemented in the model. The calculated energy barriers are fixed within a margin of
error of 0.1 eV. Reaction rates are computed in the simulations as a reaction rate
coefficient times the concentration of the reactants. The formula for the reaction rate
coefficient for reactions with a mobile and immobile species is:
Lc ×	
 D × e(-Ea/kT) .

(5.1)

Lc is the capture length of the defect, D is the diffusivity of the mobile species, Ea is the
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reaction barrier, k is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature. The value used for
capture length for reactions with uncharged species is 3 Å, and the value used for
reactions with charged species is 3 nm. The diffusivities are calculated in the same
manner described in chapter IV. The forward and reverse energy barrier is calculated for
each reaction. Note that some of the reactions listed previously were simplified reactions
with an immobile and mobile species on each side of the reaction. For example, reaction
(3.6) describes a hole arriving and releasing a proton from a VH2 defect and reaction
(4.1) describes a proton being trapped at a VH defect to release a hydrogen molecule.
This formulation takes into account the intermediate stage of every reaction for a more
physical description of the processes. For example, the process of proton release via a
hole at a VH2 defect (3.6) is simulated as a hole being trapped at a VH2 defect, producing
a positively charged defect, VH2+. Then, the VH2+ may release a proton as in reaction
(3.6). Once the hole is trapped at the VH2 defect, releasing a proton is not the only
possible reaction. An H2 molecule may be released instead, leaving behind a positively
charged oxygen vacancy or the hole may simply detrap. The reaction rate for each of
these reactions determines which process occurs. For reactions with an immobile and
mobile species, equation (5.1), consisting of the product of the capture length, diffusivity,
and energy barrier exponential, determines the reaction rate coefficient. For an immobile
species, the reaction rate coefficient is calculated as an attempt to escape frequency
multiplied by the energy barrier exponential. The attempt to escape frequency used for
holes is 5×1013 s-1, within the range of values typically reported in the literature [73]. The
attempt to escape frequency used for hydrogen is 1013 s-1, based on the vibrational
frequency of hydrogen [74]. All reactions are listed below with their forward and reverse
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energy barriers listed next to them in the form (Ef, Er) and then the equation number
farthest to the right. Ef is forward energy barrier and Er is reverse energy barrier.

h+ + Voγ ⇔ Voγ+ .

(0.0, 4.5)

(5.2)

e- + Voγ+ ⇔ Voγ .

(0.4, 9.0)

(5.3)

h+ + Voδ ⇔ Voδ+ .

(0.0, 0.6)

(5.4)

e- + Voδ+ ⇔ Voδ .

(0.4, 9.0)

(5.5)

h+ + VγH ⇔ VγH+ .

(0.0, 4.5)

(5.6)

Vγ H+ ⇔ Vo γ + H+ .

(2.0, 1.8)

(5.7)

e- + VγH+ ⇔ VγH .

(0.4, 7.5)

(5.8)

h+ + VδH ⇔ VδH+ .

(0.0, 0.6)

(5.9)

Vδ H+ ⇔ Vo δ + H+ .

(0.4, 0.6)

(5.10)

e- + VδH+ ⇔ VδH .

(0.4, 3.0)

(5.11)

h+ + VγH2 ⇔ VγH2+ .

(0.0, 0.6)

(5.12)

Vγ H2 + ⇔ V γ H + H+ .

(0.4, 0.8)

(5.13)

Vγ H2 + ⇔ V o γ + + H2 .

(0.3, 0.6)

(5.14)

e- + VγH2+ ⇔ VγH2 .

(0.4, 9.0)

(5.15)

h+ + VδH2 ⇔ VδH2+ .

(0.0, 0.6)

(5.16)
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Vδ H2 + ⇔ Vδ H + H+ .

(0.6, 0.7)

(5.17)

Vδ H2 + ⇔ Vo δ + + H2 .

(0.5, 1.2)

(5.18)

e- + VδH2+ ⇔ VδH2 .

(0.4, 9.0)

(5.19)

Varying H2 Concentration
The simulation results are plotted in Fig. 5.1, which shows interface-trap
concentration vs. temperature for different H2 concentrations in the oxide. Simulations
are performed over a wide range of H2 concentrations, 5×1013 cm-3 to 5×1021 cm-3, since
levels may vary widely from part to part and between different processes. The lowest
value, 5×1013 cm-3, is an unphysically low hydrogen concentration, and is chosen as a
lower bound for parts that have been manufactured to limit hydrogen in the oxide. The
highest value, 5×1021 cm-3, represents a part with excess H2 introduced, e.g., as a result of
outgassing from the packaging. The oxide simulated is 0.57 µm (from [1]), with a 4 nm
section near the interface where defect values increase to a higher peak density. A peak
value of 1020 cm-3 near the interface for Voδ defects is used, with appropriately scaled
concentrations for the rest of the defects, based on the ratios described previously. The
thickness of the oxide impacts the magnitude of the interface-trap buildup, but not the
shape of the curves. Similarly, fluctuations in the defect concentrations shift the
magnitude of the interface-trap buildup, sometimes only at specific temperatures, but the
general shape of the temperature profile for interface-trap buildup remains constant.
Thus, any conclusions about the system are broadly applicable.
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Fig. 5.1. Simulated interface-trap buildup versus temperature for varying concentrations
of H2 in the oxide. The H2 levels assumed in the calculations range from 5×1013 cm-3 to
5×1021 cm-3. The total dose is 40 krad(SiO2).

Comparison to Experimental Data
Simulation results are compared to data from [1]. Using the same conditions as
[1], the dose rate is 294 rad(SiO2)/s and the total dose is 40 krad(SiO2). The simulations
in the mid-range of H2 concentration, 5×1017 cm-3, produce results similar to the data
from [1]. Total doses of 20 krad(SiO2) and 10 krad(SiO2) are also simulated for
comparison to the experimental data in Fig. 4.2. Fig. 5.2 plots the simulated interface-trap
buildup versus temperature for the three total doses at an H2 concentration of 5×1017
cm-3. The excess base currents measured from [1] for the same three total doses are
plotted on the second y-axis. Measurements from [1] for elevated temperatures are taken
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after cooling the device down to room temperature.

Fig. 5.2. Simulated interface-trap buildup versus temperature for total doses of 10, 20,
and 40 krad(SiO2) at 294 rad/s, with excess base current plotted on the second y-axis for
measurements reported in [1] with the same dose rate and total doses. The H2
concentration in the simulation is 5×1017 cm-3.

Contributions of Proton Loss Reactions
Proton-defect reactions near the interface contribute to decreased interface-trap
buildup by lowering the proton concentration near the interface. Simulations without
these reactions show the temperature range over which they are limiting mechanisms. To
turn off a certain reaction, the barrier for that reaction is raised by 1 eV, ensuring that the
contribution of the reaction is negligible on the timescale of the simulations. Fig. 5.3
plots the interface-trap buildup for the simulation with normal reaction barriers, with the
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capture of protons at VδH defects, the reverse reaction of (5.17), turned off, and with
proton capture at Voδ defects, the reverse reaction of (5.10), turned off. Note that no
significant changes occur when increasing the energy barrier for proton capture at VγH
defects due to the lower concentration of those defects. Also, the barrier for capture of
protons at Voγ defects is too high to have an impact on these simulations. The results
show that at higher temperatures, both of these reactions limit interface-trap buildup.
Above 100°C, when there is no proton capture at Voδ defects, degradation increases by 2×
or more over the baseline case and little decrease is seen after saturation.

Fig. 5.3. Simulated interface-trap buildup versus temperature with proton capture at Voδ
defects suppressed (dashed blue), defect-mediated dimerization at VδH defects
suppressed (dashed red line), and with normal reactions (solid black line) with the H2
concentration at 5×1017 cm-3.
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Variations in Defect Concentration
Simulations altering the concentration of defects individually are performed in
order to evaluate the sensitivity of interface-trap buildup to individual defects. Changes in
the concentrations of Voδ and Voγ defects have the most impact on interface-trap buildup.
The results for varying the Voδ and Voγ concentrations are plotted in Fig. 5.4. At elevated
temperatures, Voδ defects remove a significant amount of protons from the oxide via the
reverse reaction of (5.10), limiting interface-trap buildup, resulting in an inverse
relationship between Voδ defects and proton supply. Consequently, increasing the
concentration of Voδ defects decreases the proton supply and decreasing that
concentration increases the proton supply. At this concentration of H2, protons are
primarily produced at Voγ via reaction (5.13). Thus, there is a direct relationship between
Voγ defects and proton supply, where increasing the concentration of Voγ defects
increases the proton supply and decreasing that concentration decreases the proton
supply.
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Fig. 5.4. Simulated interface-trap buildup versus temperature with an order of magnitude
increase or decrease in Voδ defects and Voγ defects with the H2 concentration at 5×1017
cm-3.

For low H2 levels, interface-trap buildup is lower than that with high H2
concentrations (Fig 5.1). The low H2 concentration suppresses proton generation by
reaction (5.13) because the formation of VγH2+ via the reverse of reaction (5.14) is
reduced. As a result, Voγ defects have little effect and different mechanisms determine
interface-trap buildup. Variations in interface-trap density with changing defect
concentrations for this H2 concentration are plotted in Fig. 5.5. The primary source of
protons is reaction (5.17), direct release from hydrogenated vacancies. This can be seen
by the increases in interface-trap density with increasing VδH2 concentration. Varying the
Voδ concentration still produces an effect; however, decreasing the Voδ defects has a less
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significant impact on interface-trap buildup until the temperature is close to 200°C,
compared to around 100°C at an H2 concentration of 5×1017 cm-3, due to the reduced
proton production at these H2 levels.

Fig. 5.5. Simulated interface-trap buildup versus temperature for an order of magnitude
increase in VδH2 defects and an order of magnitude decrease in Voδ defects with the H2
concentration at 5×1013 cm-3.

Varying H2 Concentration and Temperature
For high H2 levels, interface-trap buildup increases significantly at lower
temperatures due to increased proton production via reaction (5.13), but falls off faster at
higher temperatures, as seen in Fig. 5.1. At higher temperatures, passivation of interface
traps dominates with such a large supply of H2. The mechanisms of proton generation
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and loss are the same as those at medium levels of H2, so Voδ and Voγ defects again have
the largest effect on interface-trap buildup, similar to the results shown in Fig. 5.4. There
is a direct relationship between Voγ defects and proton supply and an inverse relationship
between Voδ defects and proton supply.
Fig. 5.1 shows that interface-trap buildup can vary significantly over the range of
25°C to 240°C depending on the concentration of H2 in the oxide. This is due to a
number of competing reactions. Increasing the H2 concentration increases the protons
produced through reaction (5.13), H2 dissociation, favoring increased interface-trap
buildup. As the proton concentration increases, protons are captured near the interface by
VδH and Voδ defects via the reverse reactions of (5.10) and (5.17), suppressing interfacetrap buildup. Additionally, higher H2 concentrations favor passivation of interface traps.
However, the barrier for passivation is very high, 1.3 eV [75], and only becomes a
significant factor on the timescale of the simulations at elevated temperatures and high H2
concentrations. Proton-capture processes at Voδ and VδH defects are reverse reactions,
with barriers of 0.6 eV and 0.7 eV, respectively. In reaction (5.13), proton release from a
VγH2 complex only has a 0.4 eV barrier. Note that while the capture of a hydrogen
molecule to form this defect is also a reverse reaction, the significant quantity of H2
present drives that reaction and is not the limiting process. As a result of the lower barrier
for proton release, interface-trap buildup is enhanced at lower temperatures. However, as
temperature increases and proton concentrations increase, proton capture at defects
becomes more likely. Therefore, at mid-levels of H2 concentration, increasing
temperature initially produces a sharp increase in interface-trap buildup as proton
production from VγH2+ defects, reaction (5.13), and VδH2+ defects, reaction (5.17), is
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enhanced. As temperature increases and proton levels rise, the proton concentration near
the interface is modulated by proton capture at VδH defects, reaction (5.17), and Voδ
defects, reaction (5.10). So, as temperature increases, proton production increases, but
proton capture at the interface prevents this increase from being fully realized.
As H2 levels increase even further, more protons are created through dissociation
at lower temperatures, but the large H2 supply drives passivation to become a competing
reaction on the timescale of the irradiation, resulting in the sharp decline in interface-trap
buildup with temperature. With increased proton generation, proton losses are also
significant at low temperatures, as seen in Fig. 5.6, where interface-trap buildup is plotted
versus temperature at an H2 concentration of 5×1021 cm-3 with proton loss reactions
turned off. As interface-trap buildup is enhanced through increased proton release due to
increased H2 or higher temperatures, other reactions oppose this increase.
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Fig. 5.6. Simulated interface-trap buildup versus temperature with proton capture at Voδ
defects suppressed (dashed blue line), defect-mediated dimerization at VδH defects
suppressed (dashed red line), and with normal reactions (solid black line) with the H2
concentration at 5×1021 cm-3.

Elevated Temperature Irradiation Testing
These proton loss and passivation reactions are important to consider when
evaluating accelerated testing methods. Elevated temperature irradiation was evaluated as
a possible test to predict low dose rate degradation at higher dose rates, reducing the need
for costly low dose rate tests [1], [2], [27], [47]-[50]. Experiments show that, while ETI
can enhance degradation for parts exhibiting ELDRS as compared with room temperature
irradiation at a moderate to high dose rate, the lower rate degradation is often
significantly greater [2], [48], [51]. Fig. 5.7 shows results from [1] where excess base
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current (correlated to interface-trap buildup) at 294 rad/s at elevated temperatures does
not match the buildup seen at 0.001 rad/s at room temperature at 20 krad and 10 krad.
Fig. 5.8 plots interface-trap buildup vs. temperature for 294 rad/s and 0.001 rad/s for 20
krad(SiO2) total dose. While the same values of total dose and dose rates are used to
facilitate comparison, these are general trends. 294 rad/s is representative of a high dose
rate in this model and 0.001 rad/s represents a low dose rate; the specific value of total
dose simply produces vertical shifts on the y-axis. These results demonstrate that while
elevated temperatures at high dose rates can increase interface-trap buildup, the increase
is limited and likely does not approach the levels seen at room temperature low dose rate
irradiations. This is because proton loss processes limit the increased degradation at
elevated temperatures. In parts with very high levels of H2, at room temperature the
interface-trap buildup at high dose rate is within a factor of two of the low dose rate
results. At elevated temperatures and long irradiation times due to low dose rate,
passivation reactions become significant at elevated temperatures. The hydrogen
concentration affects the temperature at which passivation reactions become significant.
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Fig. 5.7. Excess base current vs. temperature for pnp transistors irradiated with all
terminals grounded at 294 rad/s at 10 krad(SiO2) and 20 krad(SiO2) with the room
temperature results for a dose rate of 0.001 rad/s marked on the graph [1].
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Fig. 5.8. Simulated interface-trap buildup vs. temperature at 294 rad/s and 0.001 rad/s at
20 krad(SiO2). The H2 concentration is 5×1017 cm-3.

Another point to note is that measurements taken at elevated temperatures and
high H2 levels may be difficult to measure precisely. These factors together can make the
passivation of interface traps occur on the timescale of the measurements. Fig. 5.9 shows
the evolution of interface-trap density versus time after irradiation for a dose rate of 294
rad/s, at a temperature of 478 K, and with a H2 concentration of 5×1021 cm-3. The
interface-trap density is reduced by half over the course of three minutes post irradiation.
This helps explain why the model predicts higher degradation than the data in Fig. 5.2
since measurements from [1] were taken after cooling the part down from a given
temperature. Higher temperatures and total doses enhance this effect, but the lower
hydrogen concentrations reduce it.
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Fig. 5.9. Simulated interface-trap buildup vs. time after irradiation at 294 rad/s and 478 K
with a H2 concentration of 5×1021 cm-3.

It is possible to match low dose rate degradation with higher dose rates in some
cases [76]; however, using elevated temperature irradiation as a predictor can be
inconsistent. Advance knowledge and characterization of potential parts is necessary to
choose proper temperatures, dose rate, and total dose. Proton loss mechanisms do not
become very effective until high concentrations of protons are produced, whether through
a high concentration of molecular hydrogen or elevated temperatures. Elevated
temperatures also have the dual effect of making the reaction rate coefficient more
competitive. Picking a moderately elevated temperature helps maximize degradation.
Additionally, choosing a dose rate lower than 294 rad(SiO2)/s, but still higher than
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something in the mrad(SiO2)/s range can make the prediction more accurate. Lower total
doses have also been found to be more predictive, likely because less interface-trap
annealing occurs during the shortened irradiation time [8], [76]. The effect of total dose
depends on the hydrogen concentration in the device as well. It may not be possible to
predict low dose rate degradation at all, especially in parts that have very low
concentrations of hydrogen since they will likely show very little enhanced degradation at
elevated temperatures, as seen in Fig. 5.1.

Schematic Illustration
The reaction rate of proton loss reactions depends on both the reaction rate
coefficient and the concentration of the reactants, VH defects and protons (Voδ defects
have a large enough concentration not to be limiting), and their low concentration can
limit these reactions, especially at lower temperatures. However, the concentration of
both protons and defects change with temperature. The progression from room
temperature irradiation to enhanced interface-trap buildup to the saturation of interfacetrap buildup is illustrated schematically in Fig. 5.10. VH2 and Voγ are both sources of
protons and are both represented as red dots to reduce clutter in the figure. Voδ defects are
represented as purple dots and are potential sites for proton trapping. VH defects are
represented as green dots and are potential sites for hydrogen dimerization. In Fig.
5.10(a) the oxide is irradiated at room temperature. Protons are released by holes
throughout the oxide and transport to the interface. The rate of proton capture by any type
of defect is very low because the reaction rate coefficient, VH concentration, and proton
concentration are all relatively low. The protons depassivate a portion of the Si-H bonds
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to create interface traps. In Fig. 5.10(b) the oxide is irradiated at a moderately elevated
temperature. The reaction rate coefficient for proton release increases and more protons
are present in the oxide. They transport rapidly and buildup near the interface leading to
increased interface-trap formation. The increases in temperature, reaction rate
coefficients, VH concentration, and proton concentration are not large enough to cause
the proton loss reactions to consume a significant portion of the protons near the
interface. In Fig. 5.10(c) the oxide is irradiated at a temperature high enough to cause
saturation of the interface-trap buildup. The increase in temperature causes a further
increase in the reaction rate coefficient for proton loss reactions, the concentration of VH
defects, and the concentration of protons. This results in a significant portion of the
protons being trapped at Voδ and VH defects, instead of depassivating Si-H bonds at the
interface, suppressing interface-trap buildup.
Another factor that may play a role is that the interface-trap buildup at this point
is relatively large. This leads to an increased reverse reaction rate for interface-trap
creation, although this is a secondary effect compared to proton availability. While the
reduction in proton concentration can limit the buildup of interface traps, the actual
reductions in interface-trap density seen at very high temperatures likely are also
enhanced by continued annealing processes (in the absence of additional proton
generation) that inevitably occur while the parts are cooling down to be measured. If it
were possible for the molecular hydrogen produced by the dimerization reaction to
remain near the interface, this would also increase interface-trap annealing. However, at
high temperatures H2 diffuses quickly, limiting the additional amount of H2 beyond the
background concentration that is available for the passivation process.
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Fig. 5.10. Proton transport and interactions at or near the interface for room temperature
and elevated temperature. H+ is a proton, VH is a hydrogenated oxygen vacancy, VH2 is a
doubly hydrogenated oxygen vacancy, Voδ is a dimer precursor oxygen vacancy, Voγ is a
puckered precursor oxygen vacancy, O is a Si-H bond, X is an interface trap, and the size
of the arrows are a rough approximation of the magnitudes of the reaction rate or speed of
transport. (a) Oxide conditions at room temperature. (b) Oxide conditions at moderate
temperature. (c) Oxide conditions at elevated temperatures.
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CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The buildup and annealing of radiation-induced interface traps is a significant
issue for electronics in space that can be affected by many factors. The mechanisms that
determine the extent of interface-trap buildup have been examined using the results of
first principles physics calculations, an analytical model, and numerical simulations.
The numerical simulations are implemented based on physical parameters with a
robust set of reactions to create a more realistic model than previously attempted. The
defects in this model are identified by physics calculations to be present in significant
concentrations in device quality oxides. Six different defects are considered in this model,
including dimer and puckered versions of oxygen vacancies, singly hydrogenated oxygen
vacancies, and doubly hydrogenated oxygen vacancies. Reactions were implemented in
more fundamental terms than previously, including intermediate steps for every reaction.
Including the intermediate step provides a more physical description because when a
species is trapped at a defect there are multiple reaction pathways that can occur and each
can have a different energy barrier. For example, when a hole is captured at a VH2 defect,
that defect becomes positively charged and a VH2+ defect is created. There are a number
of reactions that may happen. The complex can release a proton, an H2 molecule, capture
an electron, or the hole may simply detrap. Which reaction happens is determined by the
reaction rate for each potential reaction, which is calculated based on factors including
the energy barrier and the concentrations of the products and reactants for each reaction.
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The reaction rates and the transport parameters also contain temperature-dependent terms
that change with the simulation temperature. The result is a detailed model that describes
interface-trap buildup due to hydrogen interactions in silicon dioxide based on physical
quantities provided by first principles physics calculations and data from the literature.
Proton generation that leads to interface-trap buildup is primarily due to
interactions of positively charged oxygen vacancies in the puckered configuration with
molecular hydrogen and the release of hydrogen already present in doubly hydrogenated
oxygen vacancies via holes. Hydrogenated vacancies are created in the oxide during high
temperature processing steps. The mechanisms identified are likely responsible for
interface-trap buildup and annealing at varying temperatures, dose rates, H2
concentrations, and total doses. At low levels of H2, proton generation depends on
hydrogenated vacancies, but as the H2 concentration increases, the primary source of
protons becomes H2 dissociation at Voγ defects. Protons can be trapped at Voδ and VδH
defects, limiting proton supply near the interface and as a result, interface-trap formation.
The effectiveness of this mechanism depends on temperature and proton concentration.
At high levels of H2, and thus, proton concentration, this can be significant at room
temperature. As H2 concentration decreases, proton loss at defects becomes significant
with increasing temperature. At low dose rates, proton concentrations are lower, so
proton loss reactions have little effect. As temperature and H2 levels increase, the
radiation response is dominated by interface-trap passivation, which occurs on the
timescale of low dose rate irradiation. At elevated temperatures and H2 levels, interface
traps are passivated by hydrogen on the order of minutes after irradiation. This implies
that accelerated tests involving high temperature irradiation are not an accurate
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comparison to low dose rate irradiation since there are different mechanisms limiting
interface-trap buildup. It may be possible to identify a temperature, dose rate, and total
dose that is similar to low dose rate degradation, but extensive advance characterization is
necessary since the mechanisms are not the same.
The research presented here accounts physically for general trends in temperature
and dose rate behavior that have been seen in experimental data, but previously were not
well understood. Understanding the mechanisms behind interface-trap buildup and
annealing is critical for evaluating the radiation hardness of parts that operate at these
conditions in space, and provides a better assessment of accelerated hardness assurance
methods. ETI accelerates reactions and charge movement, which will increase interfacetrap buildup. However, the increased proton concentration and changes in reaction rate
coefficients create favorable conditions for proton loss mechanisms, opposing the
increase in interface-trap concentration. Elevated temperatures also accelerate the
passivation of interface traps via molecular hydrogen. This illustrates the need to
carefully select the conditions for testing at elevated temperatures. Choosing a moderate
temperature can maximize the buildup of interface traps without proton losses becoming
significant. Minimizing the irradiation time through the choice of total dose and dose rate
can prevent significant reductions in interface-trap density due to passivation reactions at
the interface. The concentration of molecular hydrogen in the oxide is an extremely
important variable and must be considered when performing ETI. If parts contain high
concentrations of molecular hydrogen (due to a type of passivation for example), the
effects of passivation appear at lower temperatures, as seen in Fig. 5.1. ETI becomes less
effective as H2 concentration increases; in fact for high levels of H2 the highest
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degradation occurs near room temperature. However, this degradation is not necessarily
equal to low dose rate degradation and screening methods using exposure to excess H2
need to be characterized in advance. While high concentrations of H2 can cause ETI to be
ineffective at increasing interface-trap buildup, parts that are manufactured in a way that
minimizes hydrogen exposure will also see little effect from ETI. This is due to proton
production through H2 dissociation having a stronger temperature response than proton
release via holes. When H2 is not present in significant concentrations, elevated
temperatures do not increase interface-trap buildup noticeable compared to mid to high
levels of H2. This is an important testing consideration if parts may be exposed to
hydrogen later during their lifetime. As temperature effects on radiation response are
more clearly understood, expected temperature profiles for parts to be exposed to
radiation environments can be used to better predict degradation under a variety of
conditions.
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